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Why use Intel SGX? 
Gcore Cloud Intel SGX provides consistency 

and confidentiality of computation with 

extra security requirements that take place 

on the systems where privileged processes 

are considered unreliable.  

Neither the cloud service provider, 


nor anyone else from the outside can get 

into the encrypted area and gain access 


to the data stored there. Even if, let’s say, 


the servers were hacked. 

Cloud features 

High-skilled technical 
support 24/7 

Tier IV data centers
Luxembourg, Amsterdam, 

Manassas, Frankfurt

Up to 40 Gbps 
channels 

API, Terraform
management via control panel

L2 connectivity
between bare metal and virtual 

machines with Intel SGX
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Benefits for the key industries 
Confidential computing enables organizations to better protect data in use, when it is being 

actively processed, by placing it in a secure, hardware-enforced area of memory. This is 

primarily relevant for financial services, healthcare, government, defense, and retail.  

Financial crimes 
detection and 
prevention 

Criminals who commit financial crimes 

often spread their activity across multiple 

banks, knowing it is very difficult to detect 

malicious and anomalous activities 


that are “one offs” at that institution. 


If banks could aggregate their data, 


and analyze an individual’s activity across 

all banks, malicious anomalies can quickly 

become more apparent. 



Confidential computing with Intel SGX 


can enable banks to analyze activity data 

collectively enabling them to comply 


with strict industry regulations and avoid 

revealing customer data to competitors. 

The sensitive underlying data remains 

private, and only the insights indicating 


this individual’s activity are highly 

suspicious because of their overall 


pattern of activities.

Personalized care
and medical outcomes 
improvement 

Patient data is highly confidential, typically 

requiring healthcare, pharmaceutical, 


and life sciences organizations to maintain 

their data in a single, protected location. 

These smaller, siloed data pools limit their 

ability to discover optimized treatments 


for patients.



Confidential computing enables you 


to aggregate and analyze data across 

organizations while maintaining data 

privacy. And that can be key to identifying 

better treatments and care for individual 

patients to help improve outcomes.
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More 
Artificial I
& Machin

Protect your AI

workloads and 

while they are r

ud 
astructure 

e the confidentiality of 

mer applications and 

oads in public cloud 

tructures. 

Trusted multi-party 
compute/multi-party 
analytics 

Enable multiple parties 


to collaborate on shared data while 

keeping sensitive data confidential. 

Secure k
managem

Use enclaves to

cryptographic k

HSM-like functi

ckchain

ase privacy and security 

ansaction processing, 

nsus, smart contracts,

ey storage. 

Network function 
virtualization 

Establish trust for virtualized 

network functions. 

Truste

Conta global faster 

G-Core Lab er in public cloud and edge computing, 


content deli ity solutions. 


We manage designed to provide enterprise-level 


businesses d cloud-based services.

+352 208

sales@g

gcorelab
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